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Murderous Science-Elimination by Scientific Selec-
tion of Jews, Gypsies, and others, Germany 1933-
1945
By Benno Muller-Hill (translated by George R
Fraser). (Pp 208; £15 .00.) Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press. 1988.

"Scientists and physicians are accorded considerable
respect in civilized societies and the objectivity,
rigour and purity of scientific thinking has a special
place in our culture. Yet fifty years ago human
genetics played a crucial role in the atrocities
committed by the Nazis." So reads the publisher's
introduction to this book which chronicles these
developments. The story is traced back to the early
1900s when in German South-West Africa (now
Namibia) all existing marriages between Aryans and
Africans were annulled and forbidden thereafter.
These ideas were largely supported by Professor E
Fischer, a leading anthropologist at the time. Later,
after the first world war and perhaps related to
Germany's humiliation at the loss of her colonies
and prestige, there was a resurgence of these ideas.
In Nazi Germany sterilisation programmes of the
mentally unfit and others with genetic disorders
were begun in the early 1930s. Subsequently laws
were passed forbidding marriage between Jews and
Aryans. In the late 1930s euthanasia was introduced
for patients judged incurable, and finally the large
scale extermination of Jews, Gypsies, and others
began. These appalling crimes were advocated
primarily by Nazi politicians. But they could never
have taken place without the connivance and help of
physicians and scientists, and were perpetrated by
many who at the time were well known geneticists
and anthropologists. As the translator (George
Fraser) points out many were ". . . leading figures
in the German academic establishment, especially in
the fields of anthropology (including human gene-
tics) and psychiatry. These individuals aided and
abetted the racial policy of the Nazi state. They
provided the intellectual and scientific basis for
assumptions of racial and genetical inferiority (and,
ipso facto, superiority) and they helped to build up
the legal infrastructure. .. to give expression to
those ideas in the form of mass murder, genocide,
and sterilization."
The enormity of these crimes is nowadays difficult

to imagine. Of an estimated total Jewish population
of 8-9 million in European and neighbouring states,

no less than 5*9 million, roughly two-thirds, were
annihilated in the 'Final Solution' (Dawidowicz L.
The war against the Jews 1933-45. London: Pelican,
1977). And to these figures must also be added all
the Gypsies, Slavs, and others who died and for
whom there are no accurate statistics.
What is so astounding is that very few of the

establishment admitted knowing anything at all of
these atrocities and one person interviewed by the
author (himself currently professor of genetics in
Cologne) states "You can't really understand the
Germany of Hitler's time if you haven't been
there".
What can we, as scientists and physicians, learn

from these terrible events? Having chronicled their
development and the persons involved, the author
addresses a number of questions. For example, why
did the mass murder of Jews, Gypsies, asocial
persons, Slavs, and mental patients take place in
Germany at the time they did rather than else-
where? It did not occur in Italy and Spain which
were also fascist countries. The author argues this
was a result of Germany's humiliation after the first
world war and in that country's opinion Jews and
communists bore the guilt. Also where did anti-
Semitism come from? How did professional doctors
become involved? If racist and similar views held by
certain members of society were also seen to be
supported by the ideas of 'respectable' scientists and
physicians, they might well become self-perpe-
tuating, especially if these same professionals could
in this way further their own careers in a political
environment which fostered such ideas. These and
other fascinating questions are interestingly dis-
cussed in detail. The reader may not agree with all
the author's conclusions, but they are certainly
provocative.

Finally the author records interviews with rela-
tives and co-workers of several of the physicians
who were involved in the 'murderous science'. Many
suggest in their comments and answers to questions
that they knew very little of what was going on.
Some are frankly evasive. Of course, the son or
daughter of a scientist who was actively involved
would have been a child at the time and the nature
of the events as well as the passage of time could,
viewed charitably, blunt the memory.
The recurring question in the reader's mind must

be: could it happen again? For myself I fear it could
in some other country and in another form, not
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necessarily against Jews, unless we maintain free
and open societies and persistent vigilance. All of us
should be constantly aware of the danger in our own
societies, and this book will help foster this aware-
ness.

ALAN E H EMERY

Topics in Pediatric Genetic Pathology. The Enid
Gilbert-Barness Festschrift
Edited by J M Opitz, J Bernstein, and L M Spano.
(Pp 492; $90.00.) New York: Alan R Liss. 1987.

Topics in Pediatric Genetic Pathology is a compila-
tion of 45 papers put together as a Festschrift for
Enid Gilbert-Barness. They have also been pub-
lished as a supplement to the American Journal of
Medical Genetics.
As its title suggests, the main thrust of this book is

the description and discussion of visceral abnormali-
ties as manifestation of congenital or inherited
disorders. Accounts of genetic disorders are all too
often spoiled when careful external description
accompanied by high quality radiographs and pains-
taking biochemical investigations are published
with brief, vague descriptions of visceral abnormali-
ties and usually no account of histological appear-
ances. This book goes a long way to redress this
problem. It presents useful accounts of the range of
necropsy findings in some well recognised condi-
tions as well as detailed descriptions of pathological
abnormalities in individual cases of less common
disorders. There is a separate section comprising
four papers on skeletal dysplasias which describe
histological findings as well as clinical and radio-
graphical abnormalities and assess the contribution
of all three to differential diagnosis within each
group of disorders.
The short section on biochemical and metabolic

aspects of developmental pathology provides an
assessment of the appropriate use of potentially
expensive investigations. The papers on cardiac
morphogenesis reviews and introduces concepts
which have more general application to pathological
development.
The first section, which covers general principles

and methods, contains some papers which are highly
speculative and others which, by their very nature,
will become rapidly outdated. The papers covering
DiGeorge anomaly and posterior cervical hygroma
are, however, of both immediate and probably
lasting usefulness.

This book is attractively presented, well illus-
trated, and carefully edited to provide easy reading
without obliterating individual style. This book has
much to offer the clinical geneticist and those,

whether pathologist or geneticist, called upon to
examine the dysmorphic fetus. It should be particu-
larly useful to both geneticist and pathologist in the
planning and assessment of necropsy examination of
the malformed stillbirth or infant.

J W KEELING

The Mammalian Y Chromosome: Molecular Search
for the Sex-Determining Factor
Development. Vol 101 (suppl). Edited by P N
Goodfellow, I W Craig, J C Smith, and J Wolfe.
(Pp 203.) Cambridge: The Company of Biologists.
1987.

What a strange chromosome the human Y is! It has
homology to the X and to autosomes, of both man
and other species, but scarcely any homology to the
Y of other species. Its only certain function is to
carry the testis determining gene (TDF), but now
that this has been cloned it turns out to have a
counterpart on the X. The only other adequately
characterised gene on the Y, MIC2, shows auto-
somal inheritance, being located in the X-Y pairing
region at the tip of the short arm. This region and
the adjacent TDF, which look like the functional
core of the Y, might be expected to be conserved
between species, but in the chimpanzee the pairing
region is at the other end of the chromosome. The
rest of the human Y seems to have been cobbled
together over recent evolutionary time from spare
bits of the X and autosomes.

This book contains the papers and posters
presented at the meeting of the British Society for
Developmental Biology at Oxford in March 1987,
and it touches on all the puzzles of the mammalian
Y chromosome. The mystery of XX males and
XY females has largely evaporated: in most cases
maleness goes with the presence of region 1 of the
short arm. Several papers (Ferguson-Smith,
Muller, P N Goodfellow, Weissenbach) describe the
ordering of Y probes by deletion mapping and their
use to demonstrate the abnormal X-Y interchanges
which are responsible for most XX males and
XY females. XX true hermaphrodites and some
familial XX males remain unexplained. The cloning
of TDF by Page, of course, came too late for
inclusion, but the background is well explored.
The other genes of the Y chromosome are less

well characterised. The H-Y gene maps near
Tdy (=TDF) in the mouse, but in the long arm in
man; in each case it coincides with a gene necessary
for spermatogenesis. P J Goodfellow describes the
evidence for a pseudoautosomal XGR locus regu-
lating the level of both Xg and MIC2 expression.
There is at least part of a steroid sulphatase (STS)
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